Vacancy type defects in L~.5Sr0.sCo03 / PbO.9Lao.dhO.2Ti0.8 / Ladh5Co03 capacitors were investigated by positron depth profiling. Post-growth annealing of the capacitor structure in oxygen deficient atmosphere exhibits the formation of vacancy type defects in all layers. A significant increase in open volume defects was found in the top and bottom electrode. The changes in the bottom electrode were studied more closely by etching off the top layer.
INTRODUCTION
The potential applications of ferroelectric thin films in the fabrication of non-volatile memo~devices have drawn a lot of attention to the perovskite oxide materials. Current efforts are directed towards integration with standard silicon device technology. Long term reliability issues such as fatigue, imprint and aging are important aspects in the realization of these devices. The simplest ferroelectric device is the ferroelectric capacitor, which typically consists of two electrodes parallel to the substrate with the ferroelectric material sandwiched in between. Improved fatigue characteristics for Pbl.YLa~Zrl-XTiX)03 thin film capacitors are achieved when the conventional Pt electrodes are replaced with the conducting oxide Lao.sSrO.sCoOJ (LSCO) [1] . Device processing frequently exposes capacitors to oxygen reduced ambient. This can cause oxygen depletion of the capacitor and the formation of oxygen vacancies (Vo). Associated with this oxygen loss is the generation of a large voltage offset in the hysteresis loops, which can result in the failure of the device (imprint) [2, 3] .
In a recent paper we were able to correlate for the first time the vacancy defect depth profile in LSCO/PLZT/LSCO capacitors with the effect of voltage shift in P-V loops [4] . Capacitors with only the top electrode oxygen-depleted show a large voltage offset in the hysteresis loop due to the existence of art internal field created by oxygen vacancies. Symmetric loops with low polarization values are observed for capacitors where all layers are deficient in oxygen. The experiments in this paper focus more directly on the buried layers. This is accomplished by removing the top electrode via etching to improve sensitivity and resolution for the ferroelectric layer and the bottom electrode.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A capacitor stack of LSCO(50/50)/PLZT( 10/20/80)/LSCO(50/50) was deposited by pulsed laser deposition at 650 "C in oxygen partial pressure of 100 mTorr on a single crystal LaAIC)s
INTRODUCTION
The cost of a high energy muon collider will be clearly be dominated by the ccet of sc~elcrat ing the muons to their maximum energy. It is thus imfmrtant to study possible techniques for tuxderation, tlw ,sdvantagea and disadvantages of these techniques, and how to perform a emit optimization of a final design.
The acceleration of muons pcxwx various challenges that that are not present in the acceleration of other types of charged psrticles. Shce muons have a finite lifetinu! (approximately 1000 turns), mm cannot take a long time to accelerate them, so trsditioual accehwating synchrotrons such as are used for protone cannot be . used. Due to the difficulty of cooling the muon beam, the longitudinal emittancea tend to be large (as high es 0.047 eV-s), and thm ends up making the acceleration significantly more challenging, especially at lower energies.
The larger mess of the muons (W9compared to electrons) prevents them from emitting substantial amounts of syncbrotron radiation, and thus there is nothing preventing them from being bent in an arc. While a conventional synchrotrons will not work, a recirculating accelerator is certainly possible. An 'additional advantage of a recirculating accelerator is that it potentially givee high RF-tdeam power efficiencies, since the same linac can be used for multiple passes through the system.
Design Parameter
Taldo 1 givea parameters for high energy muon udfidere that are relevant to the design of the accclerat ion systents [1, 2] . In that table,~im is the momentum at which acceleration begins, p,..= is the momentum in the colfider,~' is the longitu- 
METHODS

FOR COMPUTING PARAMETERS
Thii paper will primarily address how to compute fongitudinaf parameters, but will include vary rough estimatea of transverse parameters for the d=ign. There are really two typm of eyetems that will be considered: straight Iinaca and recircul~ting ecceleratore. Straight Ihtacs are used for acceleration from the Iowsst etwrgiea, since the relative energy spreads at lower energisa will be impossible tn get through a mnventional arc. Once the beam reacha a sufficient energy, however, recirculate iug accelerators will be used.
Straight Linaca
At the Ioweat energieq the vefochy of the particlea ctiot be considered to be constant, and thus it is probably beet not to accelerate on-crest; instead, one shmrhi aflow particles to undergo eyncbrotron cecilfatione, with the time-of-flight variation coming purely from the velocity vnriation with energ.
As a first approximation to the behavior of synchrotrons motion in the liuscs, we CM take an adiabatic approximation wherein the RF bucket is determinml by the sinusoidal RF fields and the velocity variation of the muons with energy. The smallness parameter in the tilabatic approximation is the quantity 1 dp -k,p ds' (2) where k, is the eynchrotron wave number (computed later), p is the muon momentum for the reference particle, and s is the distance along the reference orbit. it 1 2 . . . will turn out that this quantity is not in fact very small; however, lacking a better aualyt ic description, one can nortethelezs use the rmrdta under the e&abetic ap pruxinmtiou to give a first (probably optimistic) guess es to what the parameters mny be.
(hte could consider running on-crest at some point during the actxderation procms, particularly once the adiabatic approximation becomes particularly bed. Thie will first of all necessarily lead to some longitudinal emittamx growth. Furthermore, it will be necessary to introduce some momentum compaction to counteract the effect of the velocity variation with energy, but doing that for a beam with the relative energy spresds that th~beam will have would be highly nontriviaL
Hamiltonian Description
The Hamiltonian describing longitudinal particle motion in the Iinac is 
The canonical coordinate is r for the deviation of tbe arrival time at a given longitudinal position s of a particle from that of a reference particle, and the canonical momeutum is -A, wkre A is the deviation of the ener~of a particle from that of tbe reference particle. The Hamiltonian ignorea eflecta of beam loading, and only considrrx the effect of the fundamental mode in the liusc.
The reszorr for putting time dependence in v and # is to take into account power input, wall Ioeam, and in principle beam loadkrg (although the latter redly requires a self-consistent edution, but the average effect could be put in). Except for beam loading, these time variations occur over time scales which are long compared to the time that it takes the hunch to pesa by a given point in the Iinac. Thus, for the purposes of this discussion, the time dependence will be ignored.
It will be cotmttient to define art efTective pheae of @(s)~do(s)+~(s). The adiabatic approximation is reaify art assumption that u(s) end +(s) change very slowly. "Very slowly" mwt be in reletbn to emtte otbar time ecale, and it turns out that this time ecafe is redly de&ted by the quantity (2) behtg small (tbie will not be demonstrated here). The adiabatic approximation is computed by performing calculations as if u(s) and +(s) were in fact constant. The idee is that synchrot ron oecilfations are occurring so rapidly the v(s) end #r(s) really are nearly constant over the period of a eynchmtrort oscillation.
Thqe are of coume variations in u(s) due to the fact that the fields amplitudes not eonztmt aver the hmgtb of a cavity cd. For these variations, one cnrr make another ediabaticity argurttertti se long es the variation in particle energy and arrival time offset is small over the length of a cavity cell, the average value of u(s) Cart beuzed.
Tbue, these two dlabaticity argtrmertta aflow us to remove tbe s dependence from v srrd @ in aubaequent d iaeuzeiorra, nod the results will be valid to the extent that the edabaticity arguments are vahd.
Linearization
There are two periodic sets of fixed pnirtta of the above Hamiltonian: one set with A = O and w = 2xm, the other set at A = O end WT = 2xm -2~. Az long es + <0, the Exed point at r = O is stable. Lbteerizing the Hemiltonian about that fixed point, we get (5) From this, we can compute the square of the aspect ratio of a matched beam to be (6) and the square of the syttchrotron wave number k, (2rr divided by the synchrotrons wavelength) to be~z = _rprw(rr@2 sin@ q C(ffec)s "
Here uA is the RMS energy spread, and u. is the RMS bunch length in errivef time units.
Bucket Arva
The 
(mf+)'w
Now one might want to ask hew large a bunch the bucket cnn hold. Thm should really be c.otnputed by computing the area of the RF bucket directly. However, a eimpler method can he used which is approximately correct. Take the bucket half-width to be ka~, where k is an arbitrary factor indicating how full you wordd like the bucket to be. ThM gives an expression for UA. Next, use the aspect ratio (6) to compute u. in terms of O*. The product of u. and U* is the longitudinal emittance t', and thus we have another expr~ion for Ua. Equating th~two expressions for CA, we get a relationehlp between the longitudinal emittance that the bucket will hold and the bucket and beam parameters. The result is
Decay Losses
It is WCIIknown that for decaying particles at constant velocity, if they travel a distance s, the number of particl~N at the end of that distance is related to the number NO at the beginning of that distance by N = Noe-ml~ (13] where~is the lifetime if the particles in their rest frame and p is the particles momentum, When the particles are undergoing constant acceleration parallel to their mmcntum, a calculation ie necessary. Integrating 
where E is the final ene~of the partkk, p is their final momentum, and the O subscripted numbers are the ioitial quantities.
In principle there may be corrections that come about from the finite energy spread in the distribution, but these will not be treatad here.
Linac Designs
To apply this to the design of the initial finac for a muon collider, one can take the longitudinal emittance of the beam, choose a value for k, .boosc a frequency u and its correaponrfing grsdient u, and use (12) to solve for~es a function of W.
Since the synchronomi phase givea the effective accelerating gradent, one thus has the msximum accelerating grsdient one can echleve for a given beam emittance and Iinsc parameters es a function of beam momentum. One can plot th~for variotrs RF frequencies, and the results are shown in Figs. 1-3. For those figures, a value of 4 was cboeen for k, and a linsc filling factor wee aeemned to be 0.65 (thus, t!ie maximum average accelerating gradient is really 0.65 times the value from (l)).
Using these plots, one can come up with a scheme for accelerating the bunch in a linec. Assnming that the bunch shape adiabatically follows the bucket, and that oue varies the phase of the RF along the Iinac to keep the bucket area constant, then Figs. 1-3 really do show the gra&ent in the Iinac es a function of reference urorucutum. To minimize decay losses, one wants to have the hlgheat gradient possible for a given momentum.
Thee, one should switch from one frequency Iinsc to the next when the reference momentum resches the value where lines for adjacent frequencies crowc One would like to minimise the number of different frequency RF systems used; exarniuing the graph, thm suggests that maybe one should choose to jump in frequency by a factor of 4 from one Iirrac to the next.
0;
Momentum (Gcwc) FIGURES. Acwlentbrg grsdht Ms firnction of memsnta for vsrioos RF frequencies, using 100 TeV/c parzmdsm. Using the grnphe, the achemez suggested in Tab. 2 seem optimal. The choke of a maximum energy for the Iirraca of 4 GeV is based on the fact that the arcs for a recirculating accelerator are particularly difficult to constrmt for energies below thi~primarily because of the large energy spread and the reqrtirements on the momentum compaction over the energy range that the arc accepts
An analysis of the results from Tab. 2 suggests the following:
q The larger longitudinal enri ttances gives require substantially longer linaca, and require these Iinace to be at lower frequencies. ThH will substantially effect the coat of such systems. The systems become more eficient and lea costly if the longitudinal emittance is reduced.
q There must be a longitudinal matchbrg section from one Ibtsc to the next. This matching section can in principle use the lower fhqrency Iinec itself. However, these matching sections are potentially very long, and may require momentum compaction to be generated ueing some sort of arc, which would be difiicult with these energy spreads. 
where Llimis the length of the Iinac, and~is the RF phase of the reference particle (same convention ss previously). D is a parameter which will be diecueeed and 
Hamiltonian Description
To obtain art RF bucket, one must conetroct an averaged s-independent Hamiltonian wiicir .beitavea as if the accelerating grdlenc and the time-of-tilgirc variation are occurring simultaneously instead of sequentially. Thm Hemiltonian ahordd have the correct iirrcar tune (ss computed for tire iinear transfer map defwisbed a'bwe j, and correctly represent the nonhrtearity in the RF. It can only correctly give the matched beam eiiipes at one point, since the rontieri .bearrr eiiipee varic5 with position in the ring, while a time-independent Hamiltordatr has the same matched .. . elnpes everywitere. Tiirre we choose an 'averaged' mstcired eiiipw for tire ihrttiitoniarr to represent: this is recut easily chosen by replacing the con rrv, and sec TV. in (2@(fZ3 j witit i. Tine reertiting hmikonian is whsre r... is l.,_ nlma the !M-ti.h Qf the &m.(whjch we ti.!l cd! &).
---------.--,, " r.-Following the same sort of procedure es we did for the Iirrac, we find that the . . .
Linac Contribution to D
There aretwomntributione toD: one fromthearca, rmdanother fromthelinaca. The contribution from thearca is well known andisdeacribed by the momentum cmnpsction ac. The trick is to characterize the contribution from the linaca. It would be convwrieut if one could lump the contribution from the linece in with the contribution from the arcs. ThM iecertsinly feasible: if aHamiltonian can be
swell-known technique insymplect.ic integration to get asecond-order accurate mapiatointegrate~6 forhalf a length step, followed by H, for a full length step, followed by HA for a half step [4] .
Thus, we can use the Iinsc Hamiltoniarr (3), and integrate only the part depending on A. Using (4) and taking v and @ to be constant, we find that after Iineariiiing in A, 
where the subscript 0 refera to the beginning of the integration, and the subscript 1 refers to the end.~is the apeed of the reference particle divided by c. There will thus be two cent ributione from the Iinsm to D: one from the linac before the arc, where tbe initial condition in the above integration will he the center of that linsc and the final condition will be the end of the finac. Added to that will be a second cent ribution from the Iinac after the arc, where the initial condition is the beginning of the Iinac, and the final condition is the center of that linec. The net result is that there will be a contribution to D which is
where the subwript O refers to the center of the linac before the arc in question, and the subscript 2 refers to the center of the linsc that follows the arc.
Arc Pammeters
Given longitudinal design parameters, we now have what we need to specify some bseic arc parameters. Fkom the previous diecrtmiom, D can be written as (28) But from its basic definition, the definition of crc, and the above diacumion, it can dsu be written es where D= is the horizontal d~mion timction. Generally, to compute t hens values, a lattice needs to he laid out. But one can get lower bounds by eaaurning a mnstant focusing and hending channel, which would give where p is the radb of curvature of the arc.
Supplying RF Power
In this paper, we till seeutne that power is supplied to the linaca in the recirculator in such a way as to precisely replace the energy removed from the linac by the &mm. Sueb a scheme has the advantage that the Iongjtudinaf phaee space for the beam can remain matched irmapective of the beam current, aesuming that sficient power is available to make this scheme work for the bigheat expected beam current. Other echetnea, such as one where the stored energy in the Iinaca is allowed to droop, potentially require that the am have different momentum compaction depend~on the current in the beam to acldeve longitudinal matching, potentially maldng it difficult t.a run at a current other than the maximum design current.
Thw paper wifl make some simple assumptions about how RF power is supplied: there are smumed to be no losses, either through the wails or into loads which are put in for "matcidng" purpoaea. The RF simply stoma energy into the Iinacs, and that energy is extracted by the beam. This will neceeear'dy produce the most Optimistic vahrea for peak power requirements and ticienciea.
More realiit ic ecensrioe should be computed at some point.
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q Peak power requirements are simple to compute the beam extracts a certain amount of energy, and that energy must he resupplied by time the beam mmes aruund again. One must take into account the fact that there are actuafly two beams.
Efficiency is important for high energy machines, and this can he computed as follows: the enerrg supplied to a beam of N particles over n turns through a Iinac is nNqu cos @per unit length. The ener~stored in the Iinec initially was uz/w(r,/Q) pcr unit length, end we supplied NqrJ cm @ per unit length (n -1) more times, so the totsf energy supplied is u2/u(r./Q) + (n -l)Nqv cos-@. The m~mum~ble efficiency is therefore nNqu cos r) f= 2 (n -l) Nqvcoe~+ a (34)
The real efficiency will of course be less than this, due to wall losses and loads, plus dticiencies of the devices supplying the RF power.
Recirculator-Designs
If we specify q The synchrotrou tune q The total energy gain in the recirculator q TIM gradient and frequency of the RF q The number of turns in the rcwirculator q The quantity k q The longitudinal emittance the rdruve description tells us how to compute the phase at which we shoufd run the RF. While the aynchrotrou tune may seem like en odd quantity to specify, it in fact makes sense to do no. A hlgb synchrotrons tune is advantageous for several reasons:
q It givea a smaller energy spread in the beam (important for simplifying arc design) q [t can minimize collective instabilities . It can prevent degradation of polarisation [5] However, there ia a maximum value for the synchrotrons tune, which is about 0.15 per liuac-arc pair. The reason for this is that the motion is in fact described by asdependent Hetniltonian, and not the s-independent Hamiltonian (24). The bucket com puteri for that Hamiltonian is only correct in the limit of small synchrotrons tune fnr the linac-arc pair. For a huger synchrotrons tune, the edges of the bucket will degrade until the bucket completely disappears at a syncbrotron tune of 0.5.
The source of thii degradation is the nonlinearity from the RF. This suggests that we try a aynchmtron $une of 0.15 per finwam pair. For a racetrack design, this correaparda to a one-turn aynchrotron tune of 0.3. The racetrack design seems mmt efficient in terms of avoid the overhead neceaewy at the entrance and exit of each linac, but in principfe a design with more sides would allow even larger syncbrotron tunes. Using these comtraints, we can mme up with designs for the recirculator. One can imagine that a mlfider wilf he built up by upgradktg the machines over time, essentially adding recircufatirrg ategee. The various machinea might have single beam energies of 70 GeV, 500 GeV, 10 TeV, and 100 TeV. Thus, the recirculator stag~will have maximum energies at theee points.
Becnuee any time epent in arcs ie awmtiafly lost (and gives excara decays), one does not want to create a recirculator which is unnecessarily long. If one makes a recirculator which works from 4~70 GeV, for instance, the arcs at 4 GeV will he nearly as long as the arcs at 70 GeV, and a rmbetantiaf number of excess decays will occur. Thus, it is important to create even more recirctdator stages. Around a factor of 4 in energ per recirculator eeema like a good compromise between decay loastxI and excess hardware. Thus, a good set of cutoff energies for the recirculators are starting at 4 GeV, then 17 GeV, 70 GeV, 190 GeV, 500 GeV, 2.2 TeV, 10 TcV, 32 TeV, and finaffy up to 100 TeV.
The question now becomes how to choose the appropriate RF frequency and number of turns for the recircufatonr. For low energy recirculators, the length of the recirctdator is so abort that a kicker to switch from one arc to another would beat beat very difficult. Therefore, the low ener~recirculators tend ta have their number of turns limited by the requirement that the energy jump should be greater than a few (8 is the choice made here) times the RMS energy spread in the beam. Thfa~to be an issue in higher energy recircrdatore.
These issuer can be avoided mmpbrtely if one goes to an Fixed Field Alternating Gre&ent (FFAG) type of scheme, where a single arc is used for all pasacs [3] . There are many problems with this type of arc q Making the bunch arrive at the right phase of the RF for each psee. q Acidevirtg a decent dynamic aperture and avoid emittance blowup. q Creating the complex and often huge magnets that are required. q Creating the required momentum compaction es a function of energy.
The first problem, making etrre the particles arrive at the correct RF phaee, is probably the mmt dMicult of these problems.
Pceeible eofutiom are to simply supply the required RF power (which may IM prohibitively large), to add some ferrite or similar rnateriaf which cnrr cause the resonant frequency of the cavity to he changed (which may give significant problems with Iomee and heating, particularly in a superconducting environment ), or to use other schemes to vary the resonant frequency of the cavity. 13 14
. , The next issue becomes the energy spresd in the beam, which will turn out to he very large. It turns out that in the low energy recirculators, the energy spread is w large as to require FFAG-like arcs even when individual arcs are used for each piws [3] . These area won't have many of the problems of a singleerc dcaign, but are still very complex. It is clearly advantageous to reduce these energy spreads if at all pmeihle, if for no other reason than to reduce likely emittrmce blowup caused by the energy spread. This requirement will tend to push you toward lower freqneucy RF and more turns in the recirculator.
However, when one tries to design tbe area, one runs into another problem the moment urn courpsctions required can easily become too large. Once the momentum compaction hccomes above around 0.03 or so, the arcs get very difficult to design !3]. Lowering the momentum cnmpactiou tends to push you toward higher frequency RF and fewer tome in the recircrdator.
Higher frequency RF tends to reduce decnys (higher grruhent), tends to be more efficient (less stored energy), is easier to create power for, and is in general less expensive, but has bigher waketields (which can he a significant problem considering the high beam currents under consideration here). Going to more turns will give more decays, requires more arcs in a multiple arc design and therefore is more expensive, but will generally be more efficient both in terms of average power and in terms of tinec usage. Table 3 contains vahm for recirculator parametem for these echemee. The arm are assumed to have 2 T average bending fields. In reality, the arce may have higher average bending fields in ceeee where tbe relative energy spreads are loweq it would be nice to take this into account somehow in the computations, but it is unclear how to do SO. This is particularly imfmrtant at ldgher energies where the arcs get prohibkively long with 2 T average bend fields (the 2 T average field is kept nonetheless for cotnparisou purpowa only)~Lam is the length of 180" of arc, and L,iK is the length of one of the two Iinac in the recirculator. f'mk is the puwr thtit must be supplied to rqdecc the energy oxtrected by tbo beam at the same rate the beam is extracting it.
These valuea were arrived at by various compromises. The valuea for the lower energy recirculators are often forced. Going to lower frequencies requirea momentutn compaction that are too high. Going to higher frequenci~gives eners preads which are so large that they don't even allow mrdtiple pa.sees, Generally the nutnber of turns is chosen to be the maximum allowable for pr@ve switcling between arcs. Note the huge relative energy spreads in these recirculators.
For the higher energy recirculators, there are more choices to he made, and this is reflected in putting multiple Iinex in the table for a given energy range. Tbe highwt frequency given is generally the maximum frequency possible, and the number of turns is the maximum for that frequency. The relative ener~spreads are generally dtwreeeing as we go up in energy, but it might be nice to further decrease the relative eueru spread SD es to make the arcs easier. , * two 3.2 GW4 RF. in reality, one can use an aimcet arbitrary num-ber of turns at the Itig.bcr energies (above 500 GeV), since the relative energy spreads are relatively low (triiowing passive awitcbingj, and in any case active switching is pro"~biy poeaiiiie since the rings are much longer. 19 turns was cbnaerr erbltrsrily, basically to bẽ xpuri to the number oi turns in the 1!30Ge"v"jc to 500 GeV/c recirculator. More turns requir= more bardwarc in a multiple arc system. Tbe decay lneses start to rise in the higher ener~mecirha due to the increasing iengtir oi the iinsc. Tkke relative small ac suggests that it may be advantageous to incr+ the number of si[im in tile recirculator, aiiowing a greater syncfrrotron tune in tire recirctriator (O.15 per side) end a correspondingly smaller energ spread. The bunch lengths timt come out of tire caicuiacion are aisn extremeiy short, and that is another indicator that it would be helpful to increase the syncbrotron tune in this fashion. Meny-sided designs w~l be considered in future work. For tbe 100 TeV/c parameters, tbe longitudhal emittance has increased sub .. stancrauy, and an iower hprencies are often required than are required in the other cases. Hnwever, for some of the lower energies, we have provided a higher frequency soiwtion that has a iarger energy spread. The reiative ener~spreed is still smaller than it was for the previous stage, so the arcs would be no worse than tike arcs in tile eariier stages. Hu-wever, it 'Vnxuid'be nice to take advantage of t.iw lower energy spreads to construct simpler arcs.
" to 23 turns for passive switching, but tbe maximum number of turns for tbe 3.2 GHz RF scenario is much higher. Awumiug we want to limit the number of turns to limit decaya and arc complexity, I have cboeen to use a maximum of 23 turns here and for subsequent recirculators. Alao, it turna out that going above 6.4 GHz RF leads to beam loading problems like those for the 10 TeV/c case, and thus we will Iirnit mrreelvcs to this frequency.
Arc Design
Clearly one of .tbc greatest challenges lies in the design of the arcs for thew recirmduting ecceleratnrs. Tbe arcs for tbe low energy systems must accept rather large relative energy spreads, and this is the primary challenge. Arc deaignefor these large energy ecmptances are being coneidcred by several people, including Al Garren, Carol .Iobnstone, Dejen 'llbojevic, Weishl Wan. In addition, these .ssme people are studying single-arc designs where the entire energy range of the recirculator psssea through a single WC. It may even end up mefdng sense to have a tunall mnnber of arcs, where the beam peeacs through each arc a few times. One of the greatmt difficulties in these designs is meeting the rerprirementa on momentum corrrpsction that come from longitudinal considerations, and many (but not all) of these designs have yet to sddmes this issue.
It would be particularly rrecful to get some kind of rough psrsrneterization of irow the rfipoie pacidrtg fraction and other psrantetere "~irave with respect to tiesign constraints put on tbe arcs. Don Summers has mme up witir an iriea for a afifermtt geometry for tire recirculating accelerator, which has been cnlled a 'dngbone geometry." The idea is to have a singie iinec through which tire particiea pem, and nave arcs on the end of that Iinec which return the particl~into tbe same finac. The advantage of this scheme is that, iower energy particiea can go through a riborter arc than tile high energy particles, since the length of the arc is not determined by the dwtanrc he tuwen iinsca. Such a scheme can afhnv one to reduce decays snd/or reduce iinsc coeta in the recirculator.
There are imuwr related to supplying RF power due to the asymmetric way in w"bich tire knurchea wntrid pass cbrougil such a system, and such a system cannot be expanded to many sides for the high energy recirculators, but is certairriy an attractive fxmz~Diiity for tire iow energy recircuiatora.
At higher energies, a scheme with ramping magnets has been considered for the arcs~. '*"tile euperwnducting rnegnete cannot be rarrrpsd feat enough, it is poeaible that normrd conducting megneta could be. Arc deaigne will not be d~in much more detail here. Their design is progressing, and tbe statue and other issues with their design will be repnrted on in the hrture.
Other Issues
It is posible to use ieocbronotrz designs for the recirculators instead of these designs with a finite ayncbrotron tune. The iaocbronotre designs lack many of the sdvetttagee of the non-ieochronooa deeigrrw energy spreads will be larger, collective inetabllitiee are more difficult to control, and there may be difficulties preserving polarization.
In addition, en iaochronoue design will necemari Iy increase t}m longitudbral beam emittance, which is already problematically large (this effect is particularly significant at the lower energiee). Ienchronourr deaigrre do have the edvahtage that they eIiminate one of the primary difficulties associated with a single-arc recircttfator, tbe ieerte of making the beam arrive at the correct pbew of the RF. Isocbmnooe design principles will not be discussed here, but will be treated ii a subsequent paper.
Wakefiekiz and their effects havw yet to be computed for th~kinds of systems, but it is clear that they will be a significant effect, due to tbe huge beam current. At the bigher energies, it is important to come up with a dreme which has longer bunch lengths, since the extremely short bunch lengths given in Tab. 3 will crente 17 18
? # * substantial wakefield effects. Going to many-sided designs abordd be cmteidered for tbeae high energies, not only because of the short bunch lengths but also because the~ynr+rotron tnnc will be larger and therefore will more readily be able to correct the strong wakefield efkcts that will occur.
CONCLUSION
Wc have described a method for designing the acceleration systems for a muon collider. The design method is baaed primarily on considering the longitudinal phase space dynamics of the bunch. The muons are initially accelerated in a linac which most likely contain several frequencies of RF, and then are accelerated by a series of recirculating accelerators. We have laid out what the pararnetem might look like for various future high-energy muon colliders, and discussed some of the tradeoffs involved.
The relatively large longitudinal emittances in a muon collider create significant difficulties at lower energies. It rerprirea low-frequency RF in the Iinac that initially accelerates the muons after the cooling stage, and also requires huge energy acceptance arcs in the early stagea of recirculation.
Much work remains to be done. The studks of the arcs in the recirculators need to be continued and expanded. The effect of waketields needs to be considered. Linac designs need to be looked at to determine. achievable parameters as well as wakefields. Multi-sided recirculator designs should be looked at, particularly for high energies Finally, much more work needs to be put into optimization of these designs fur ccst and prxformancc.
We have laid out a set of parameters for a high-energy muon collider which dors not appear to be unrealistic. Wkh these par~eters as a starting point, it . is possible to attempt to estimate the ccst of the acceleration for a Idgh-energy muon collider, and from that determine what direction one should go to reduce those ccms.
